May 2022 - Minutes
The Junior Researcher Association
Date: 10th of May 2022
Time: 17.00-18.00
Venue: 1260 + Teams
Expecting: Kasper Glerup Lauridsen, Cecilie Nørby Lyhne, Anne Birkeholm Jensen, Veronika Juhasz, Emma Valentin Bager

Agenda:

- **Meeting with Catrine (BSS)**
  - There could be a meeting with Catrine (BSS) - to see for her what the JRA is about

- **Open Letters**
  - Response from Arts: they can publish the open letter if it’s posted on a link
  - Veronika should post the letter on the JRA webpage - same as in newsletter

- **10 June event:**
  - **Location**
    - Double check with AIAS about location - entry hall (flat)
    - Dental school auditorium (Apollonia) - Anne will look into it
    - Alternative: Nobelparken?
  
  - **Programme**
    - All 3 speakers should be contacted, to specify who covers what topics
  
  - **Roles of board members**
    - Everyone can make it to the event
  
  - **Vibeke’s presentation topic**
    - slides 9 -13 from health presentation + expanding with some examples + involving participants with individual reflections, exercises, group discussions, etc.
    - Group discussion like slide 13
- Cecilie will email her
  - lunch/food/catering order
    - Order when we know more about the final number of participants
  - Send the event to faculties and departments
    - Macarena - Dendrite, Biomedicine
    - Anne - send it to faculty newsletters
    - in the follow ups Veronika should include a text draft for promo - like Fb post
    - Cecilie: Public Health
    - Kasper: Clinical Medicine

- JRA meets at 11ish-11:30 on 10 June, to set up the event, discuss details, etc.

**Plans for after the summer:**
- JR-intro meeting
- 2nd September: general AU new employee intro event - JRA stand
- Separate JR-intro event for February
- 17 november conference
  - Will be discussed next time

**Other**
- Next Meeting: 12:00-13:00 8 June (Wednesday)
- Cecilie will book room